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If there's one single thing 
that characterizes emerging 
forms of church across the 
western world it's that they 
are networked.  
- Steve Collins, 
“Network Church” (2004)
Towards a Networked Theology
Religious Practices reflects trends & 
conditions of a Network Society
* Social relations increasingly decentralized 
& interconnected through social-technical 
infrastructure (Castells 1996)
* loosening & re-presentation of traditional 
boundaries & practices
- Religious community as a network, 
authority is shifting, practice is convergent
Networked Theology argues-
6Networked Theology as… a framework for 
personal & communal reflection based on 
understanding how digital culture functions 
and how this shapes how faith is practiced a 
network society
- Theology must be in dialogue with 
technology practice and media culture 
“faithfully engaging technology & 
theology as a networked relationship”
Towards a Networked Theology
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Pastoral Reflections-Be Flexible & Experiment 
1. Moving Church Online Represents a Shift, 
in the relationship between Offline & Online
2. Social Distance, but don’t forget about 
People’s needs
3. Remember strategies for Vulnerable 
Populations when going online
Researcher Reflections-Understand the Digital
1. Social Distancing should lead to an 
Examination of What “Church” Is
2. Digital Literacy is Important
3. Hope New Relationship between Digital 
Media and the Church arises
Reflections on Networked Theology
• Accept that people meet God & grow 
spiritually in digital spaces
• Must be rooted in the online & offline; 
mediated & embodied realities should 
connect
• Consider what resources (tech & tradition)  
needed to inform Theological discourse 
about digital culture
Lessons from The Distanced 
Church
- Be willing to experiment, 
Beta test
- Recruit Digital Creatives as 
Collaborators & Helpers
- Reflect on Connection 
Between Theology/Mission & 
Digital Strategy
(Dulles- Institution, Servant, 
Herald, Sacrament, Mystical 
Communion and/or Community) 
The Distanced Church
https://oaktrust.library.tamu.edu/handle/
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